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The r e s u l t s are reviewed and analyzed of measurements of d i ve r -
ted plasma parameters in several s t e l l a r a t o r type devices of Kharkov
I n s t i t u t e of Physics and Technology. The main conclus ion i s t ha t the
d iver ted plasma f low d i s t r i b u t i o n can not be a d e f i n i t e characte-
r i s t i c of the dev ice . The d i s t r i b u t i o n of the d i ve r ted plasma depends
st rong ly on the parameters of a confined plasma, the methods of
plasma c rea t i on and heat ing , the leve l of edge tu rbu lence , and so
on. That is why the real plasma f low d i s t r i b u t i o n in some s p e c i f i c
condi t ions can not be predic ted on the base of previous measurements
and demands making such measurements in every concrete case.
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1. Introduction

The goal of this paper is to analyze experimental results of diverted plasma flow
studies carried out on stellarator type devices in KliPTI.

The investigations in this direction were started in 1978 on devices with different
magnetic configurations and various methods of plasma production, and consequently, with
different parameters of confined and diverted plasmas.' In all cases the diverted plasma
parameters could not ensure the protection of the plasma confinement volume from an
impurity influx, and peculiarities of device constructions and mentioned above differences
resulted in different degree of interaction of diverted plasmas with material surfaces.
However, in this paper, we try to avoid questions concerning plasma surface interactions,
such as leading mechanisms of surface erosion, impurity fluxes, mass transfer of impurities,
etc.

The measurements of divertor fluxes were made on the "classical" stellarators
SATURN and URAGAN-2 (U-2) as well as on different kinds of torsatrons: the "classical"
1=3 SATURN torsatron, the 1=3 MMT modular torsatron, the 1=1 VINT-20 torsatron, the 1=3
URAGAN-3 (U-3) and URAGAN-3M (U-3M) torsatrons with helical divertors. Excluding
the SATURN device, the torsatrons had no inner vacuum chamber.

The device characteristics and typical plasma parameters are shown in Table 1. The
paper sections stated below include the description of experimental techniques and the
discussion of results obtained on all the mentioned above devices.

2, Diverted plasma flows in stellarators

2,1. Experimental conditions
As it is known, a stellarator configuration is realized due to a combination of magnetic

field components created by a toroidal solenoid and a helical winding (HW), the latter
consisting of a certain number of paired conductors with oppositely directed currents
(Fig. 1). In a meridian cross section a stellarator magnetic surface is represented by a
figure with a number of apexes corresponding to that of conductor pairs of the HW. In an
1=3 stellarator (3 pairs of helical conductors) the cross section of a magnetic surface has a
triangular form with rounded apexes. It is the stellarators SATURN (toroidal) and
URAGAN-2 (racetrack) that were devices of this type.

As Fig. 1 shows, it is difficult to provide detail measurements in the divertor fluxes in a
stellarator because these fluxes hit the wall just under the "negative" helical conductors.
Therefore, there is no possibility to make special ports there for any mobile equipment, e.g.,
electrostatic or collecting probes.

To obtain diverted plasma distributions in the SATURN installation, a specially
developed multilamcllar electric probe was introduced into the vacuum vessel close to the
wall. The probe angular extent along the minor azimuth was approximately 130° with a
distance of approximately 4 mm between the lamellae. The probe was installed in a
"symmetric" meridian cross-section of the torus, i.e., in a cross-section with one apex of
the last closed magnetic surface (LCMS) lying in the equatorial plane of the torus. The
whole construction could be 180° turned around the vertical axis without opening the
vessel. Thus, the central part of the probe could be placed at the outer or inner pass over the
torus. At each probe position we measured plasma flows (more exactly, ion saturation
currents produced by these flows) that hit the wall near one of the LCMS apexes. However,
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reversing the current directions in the HW, it was possible to obtain the flow distributions
near two more apex positions (see insertion in Fig.2) [1]. In summary, we could find
practically the total distributions of the divertor flows along the minor azimuth in two
symmetric meridian cross sections separated by the half-field-period distance along the
torus length.

Similar measurements with opposite directions of the toroidal field pennitted to
elucidate the role of the ion drift in forming divertor flow distributions. All ion saturation
current (ISC) measurements with the multilamellar probe were carried out under conditions
when the plasma was produced by a stationary ECR discharge [1]: _^»10 GHz, B^
0.31 T, H,=2X1010-2X10" cm'3, 7>10 eV, 7,^0.5 eV. By varying the helical current value,
several important characteristics' of the magnetic configuration could be changed: the main
helical harmonic to the toroidal field ratio, zy=B^Ba (e3= 0.31-5-0.65), the mean value of
the LCMS minor radius (a= 6.6*4 cm), the rotational transform (1 =0.1-5-0.5), and the shear
value (6max =0.05-K).25). In the range e3 £ 0.41 the plasma confinement volume (radius a)
was limited by the toroidal vacuum chamber wall, and for sj> 0.41 the LCMS became fully
inserted into the vacuum vessel.

The vacuum chamber of the URAGAN-2 (U-2) stellarator was dismountable, so it
turned possible to manufacture a multilamellar probe enveloping the whole meridian cross
section. The divertor flows were measured during the Ohmic heating phase with the LCMS
inserted into the vacuum chamber, a=6 cm (with the chamber minor radius 10 cm), when
the plasma parameters were as follows: Ti, £1013 cm0, r.(0)£200 eV, r,(0)<100 cV.

2.2. Diverted plasma flow distributions in the SATUIC' stellarator
t he results presented in Fig.2 indicate that the distributions of plasma flows along the

minor azimuth are very inhomogeneous: the flows hit the wall only near the positions of
LCMS apexes. The effective width of each local distribution in azimuthal direction is only
a few cm and does not exceed 1/18 of the full length of the minor circumference. At the
same time, no plasma flow to the wall between the positions of the apexes has been
observed within the accuracy of measurement (~1 % of the mean signal values near an
apex). This means that the tracks of plasma outlet on the wall are rather narrow helical
stripes localized under the "negative" helical conductors.

The inequality of total fluxes near every apex in Fig.2 means that there exists a very
strong inhomogeneity of the flow distribution along each helical stripe. According to the
measurements, this inhomogeneity depends on the degree of LCMS insertion into the
vacuum chamber. For example, Fig.3(a) shows the flow distributions near the apexes
directed outside and inside the torus (positions / (0=0) and 4 (Q=Tt) respectively), as
measured at different values of the e3 parameter. The dependencies of the integral flows
near every apex, rout and rta (i.e., the areas under curves in Fig.3(a)), are shown in
Fig.3(b). The F^/I",,, ratio dependence on E3 (Fig.3(c)) indicates that the inhomogeneity
strongly increases with e3 (up to -20 for the stellarator regime of SATURN device
operation). The Fig.3 data obviously evidence that a significant increase of the Y^ -F l n

difference occurs beginning with e3
= 0.41, when the LCMS becomes fully inserted into the

vacuum chamber.
With 63 increasing and, consequently, with the LCMS size decreasing, one can observe a

change of the character of the divertor flux distributions. Especially, this effect is clearly
seen when one of the LCMS apexes is near the equatorial plane of the torus on its outer pass
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(this position is indicated as / in Figs 2 and 3). For small EJ the boundary of the
confinement region is determined by the vacuum chamber wall, the diverted fluxes have not
been completely formed yd, and only one maximum is observed in the azymulha! flow
distribution (Fig.3(a), 83=0.31, the X-point is still outside the vacuum volume). When E3
increases (with the LCMS size decreasing), the second maximum gradually occurs, and its
amplitude for 63= 0.65 is almost equal to the amplitude of the first maximum.

Probably, the ratio between two parts of the outer flow (i.e., between two maxima at
the position / in Figs 2 and 3(a)) is determined by two main factors. The first factor is
connected with the ion drift in the toroidal magnetic field., and the second one is a
consequence of a different character of the magnetic field inhomogeneity along
corresponding open magnetic field lines. Both these factors should affect the ratio between
two maxima of the outer flow in opposite directions with changing the sign of the
longitudinal magnetic field and simultaneous changing the helical current direction, in order
to retain the orientation of the LCMS unchanged at the probe location. But, as the
manifestation of this effect is much weaker for other apexes located under and over the
equatorial plane (indicated as 2 and 3 in Fig.2), the first factor seems dominating.

The absence of the inner flow splitting (position 4 in Figs 2 and 3(a)) is in a qualitative
agreement with the results of numerical divcrtor field line mapping for the HELIOTRON-II
[2] and URAGAN-3M [3] devices.

2.3. Diverted plasma flow distributions in the UIIAGAN-2 slellarator
Qualitatively similar plasma flow distributions near the vessel wall were obtained in the

1=3 stellarator-racetrack U-2 during the Ohmic heating phase of the discharge (Fig.4).
Similar to the SATURN stellarator, the main plasma flows were located here near the
LCMS apexes, under the "negative" helical conductors and consisted of two not always
distinctly pronounced parts [4,5]. But in contrast to the SATURN stellarator data, we
did not observe a large (more than 2 times ) difference between the rollt and rh, flows
in the U-2 device for approximately the same value of S3 which resulted in ro l l t / r |n a 10 in
the SATURN stellarator. A possible explanation of such a difference in the roilt and TiB

behaviour in SATURN and U-2 might be a high difference in the toroidicity ci/RB values at
the LCMS: 0.14 for SATURN and 0.06 for U-2. From this the existence follows of a high
difference in the values of the magnetic field modulation along the open field lines
located close to the LCMS. It is these field lines, the divcrtor flows are formed on, when
the LCMS is inserted into the vacuum chamber, as it is realized in both cases. Another
possible reason for this difference will be discussed later in the text.

In conclusion to this part of the paper, it is of interest to compare the results of the
analysis of the vacuum vessel inner surfaces with the results of the mentioned above
probe measurements. Such an analysis was made for the S1RIUS and U-2 stellarators
[4,5]. After several years of machine exploitation it was observed, that many thousands
of arc tracks were localized just under the "negative" helical conductors, at the places
where the plasma flows hit the chamber walls. Besides, the number of arc tracks per unit
area of helical stripes was much higher near the outer pass over the torus comparing to the
inner pass [4,5],

2.4 Discussion
According to our opinion, the most important result of the divertor flow

measurements near the wall in the stellarators is a very strong inhomogeneity of the
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flows along the minor azimuth and, consequently, along the torus, this inhomogeneity
depending on the degree of LCMS insertion into the vacuum chamber. Undoubtedly, the
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field value along each fixed open field line plays a
significant role here. Such ah inhomogeneity should form a prevailing direction of the
plasma flow: with a higher level of the flow along the decreasing magnetic field. Due to
this "unidirectionality" of the plasma flow, a manifestation of the toroidal drift of ions can
be observed. Besides, in specific conditiorisofour experiment on the SATURN device the
change of the LCMS size resulted in variations of the plasma confinement and of the local
values of plasma diffusion coefficients. The reason for this can be explained taking into
account the role of the turbulent diffusion in the total particle and energy transport [6].
Indeed, the turbulent transport (i.e., that associated with the drift fluctuations) was the main
mechanism of particle and heat losses at low and moderate shear values with small 83. (Just
in this case the size of the LCMS was limited by the position of the vacuum chamber wall).
In such conditions the azymuti.al distribution of the turbulent flow measured near the
location of the maximum plasma density gradient was very inhon:ogeneous (Fig.5) [6], The
flow along the major radius was several times higher than that in any other direction (similar
results were found earlier in Ref.[7]). The increase of E3 resulted in an increase of the shear
value which was a main stabilizing factor for the drift fluctuations. Thus, the turbulent
diffusion stopped to dominate in total particle and energy losses at e3>0.4 [6,8]. For
example, at 83=0.65 the contribution of the turbulent diffusion to the total plasma losses was
not more than 10% [6,8]. The total turbulent flow being decreased, the inhomogeneity of its
distribution decreased too: the ratio fo-ol fV* changed from £3.5 at 83 £0.3 to £1.5 at
63=0.65.

We suppose that at small £3 a large part of the turbulent flow measured near the
maximum plasma density gradient and directed here along the major radius "made
landing" to the inner part of the torus. Due to this "redistribution", the picture of flow
distribution seen in Fig.3 for £3 < 0.35 was typical only for strongly turbulent plasmas.
The argument in favor of this supposition was the appro mate equality of roilt and Tlu for
I0WE3 values in spite of a great difference (up to 4 times, Fig.5) of turbulent flow parts
directed outward and inward. As a consequence of further EJ increase, there occurred a
shear stabilization of the drift turbulence and an equalization of the turbulent flows along
the minor azimuth. Starting from this moment (E3 >0.4) the difference between total
flows on the outer pass along the torus (rout) and on the inner pass (rla) began to grow.

The increase of E3 resulted also in changes of the confinement volume size, the
plasma density gradient, and the inhomogeneiry of magnetic field strength along the open
field lines. All these changes could manifest themselves in shifting the main part of the
turbulent flow to the outer pass over the torus, increasing the inhomogeneity degree typical
for a quiet plasma.

Thus, we can conclude, that for a more or less quiet plasma in the SATURN stellarator
(with the drift instability stabilized) the most probable distribution of the divertor fluxes
was very inliomogeneous: r o u i / r i n » l . Unfortunately, we did not prove these speculations
by direct correlation measurements of theE3 dependence of fluctuation characteristics in
regions of maximum density gradient and different parts of plasma flows.

A similar effect (if it exists) should play an important role in any case when the particle
and energy transport near the LCMS is caused by mechanisms that act simultaneously but
have different dependencies on plasma parameters or magnetic configuration characteristics.
In stellarator experiments such a situation can be realized when drift waves, MHD
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instabilities, runaway electrons, locally trapped high energy particles, etc. occur in the
plasma.

3. Diverted plasma flows in tonatrons

3.1. Experimental conditions
The most important feature of a torsatron comparing with other toroidal traps is that its

divertor is a natural component of the magnetic configuration. Contrary to a stcllarator, in
this configuration (see Fig. 7) the apexes of the LCMS, from which the bundles of the
divertor field lines move off, face the space between the HW coils. In principle, this
prevents the diverted plasma flows to hit the HW surfaces facing the confinement region,
and a part of these flows is transported into the space outside the HW. Therefore, the effect
of the diverted plasma-surface interaction on the confined plasma could be considerably
reduced. From the point of measurements, the mentioned specificity of the torsatron
provides a relatively simple excess of the diagnostic tools (probes, microwaves, etc.) into
the region of divertor flow propagation. In more detail the information about the structure of
outer magnetic surfaces and of the traces of the divertor field lines in an /=3 torsatron can
be evoked from the numerical simulation data obtained in connection with divertor studies
on the URAGAN-3M torsatron (see Sec.3.3 and Fig. 12) [9].

With the exception of the SATURN device, the magnetic system of each torsatron cited
in Table I is enclosed into a vacuum chamber, and an inner (with respect to the HW)
chamber and any material limiters are absent.

The following diagnostics were used to examine diverted plasma characteristics in these
torsatrons:

- planar multilamellar electric probes installed near the vacuum chamber wall (SATURN
(Fig.2), MMT, VINT-20) or on HW casing surfaces (URAGAN-3, indicated as 1.2,..., 12 in
Fig.9); these probes intercept divertor field lines and allow to estimate the transverse
dimension of a diverted plasma flow through its ISC and the position of this flow with
respect totheHW;

- a movable single Langmuir probe installed near a "symmetric" meridian cross-section
(URAGAN-3, shown schematically in Fig.9);

- 9 (AM(9),2(9) 9(9)) and 15 (W=l(15),2(15) 15(15) Langmuir probe arrays
installed in similar meridian cross-sections in the space between two coils of the HW on
r=23 cm arc (URAGAN-3M, see Fig. 12)

- transverse ion energy analyzers ("Katsumata probes"): a single analyzer was moved in
a "symmetric " meridian cross-section (URAGAN-3), 9 analyzers (AM1,2,...,9) were
installed in a meridian cross-section in the space between two coils of the HW on the r=23
cm arc (URAGAN-3M);

- an open microwave resonator to measure the average electron density n' in the
divertor flux going around a coil of the HW on the outer pass along the torus (URAGAN-3
URAGAN-3M);

- an analysis of erosion tracks on multilamellar probe surfaces (URAGAN-3) and on HW
casings (VINT-20, URAGAN-3, URAGAN-3M);

- making photos of a full light emission from the peripheral plasma both inside and
outside the HW (URAGAN-3)



3.1 The 13 SATURN torsatmn '•!•'• '• • '.'• ••• = - a = * • » - • > . > M > . • < » • • •

i l l ' The SATURN stellarator (see Sec/22;)icpuld,bc,,casily,cpnyertcd!into a torsatron with
different'values of the C) ratiovThisiratio attains its maximum j value in a "pure torsatron"
regime when theitoroidal coirnorienl of ithe magnetic field is produced only by the HW.
In this case the- characteristics, of thqi£tyl!» anjljparametcrs of the ECR pjasma, were, close

;to those >that were realized in a stcliaratofi regime• with e.i I = 0.7J The measurements of
plasma fluxes iinthe: torsatron SAT^|^,|Were,ipbtamed|fqrrlhe. regime, close,to the "pure
lorsatron" regime (Fig.6), which was equivalent to ey<).6 in the ̂ tellarator regime, i ; l ( ...
ii^i'; 'The results of divertori'flux measurements*for. then; tqrsatron configuration arc
qualitatively similar to those.measured in the stellarator:;regime;[l], One ; could,,observe
some i broadening of every part of a divertor flowi distribution compared to Fig.2 data. The
difference between the flows onthe outer and inner passes along the torus was found even
higher than that iathe stellarator regime:Tout / r i u , ~ 50. .. i. • , , , . , „ , , , .

'i': As in a stellarator regime'with high £3, > the shear value in the torsatron regime was
high-enough for a stabilization1'of the drift instability,; so the main, plasma Josses were
determined by the1 neoclassical diffusion, and the contribution of turbulent diffusion was
evaluated as negligible.

' 3.3.Thcl~3.MMT,modiilarlorsalh)n:>y ji • <t i ;i| i > •• ••.„, >• . „ . - . . ,:r>r »

•: A small program on studying the plasma divertor fluxes was realized on the model
of a modular torsatron MMT< [10]. ' •,. , , • ,;, .. ; ., .

•: The magnetic system of this machine; included 15 identical modules (w=15)
assembled in such - a way, that the major radius of the torus was R,, "34 cm. Every
module consisted of a part of helical winding (/ 3) and some part of compensating
winding, the last one was used as return conductors. The whole toroidal part of the MMT

. magnetic system was placed into a cylindrical •• vacuum chamber with a background
pressure of -1 O^Torr. Outside the chamber additional coils served to create the vertical
(Hj) and radial (fi«) components of the correcting magnetic field with,the. amplitude
up to ±10% of the mean value of the toroidal component near the torus magnetic axis (
tf^O.IT-). - • . . . • • • • ;.. .;-.:. , ., „., , , , . , .... •..

' - •' It followed from calculations and measurements by electron beam tracing, that the
length of open field lines in the divertor layer region became shorter with a minor, radius
increase. These field lines went outside the helical conductors through 21m "windows".. A
half of these "windows" was placed just inside the modules (three in every.module) and
a half between the modules. Two module "window" centers were. located symmetrically
relative to the equatorial plane ( at 0 = ± 60 ") and the third "window" center was directly
at the inner torus pass (0 = 180"). , ,

• During divertor flow studies [lil] the plasma was'injected into the confinement region
from a titanium, washer gun, and the parameters of this plasma at the initial stage of the
measurements were: n,.(0) < '2xl0 l n cm'' . T, s 15 cV. Thcw, and '/^profiles were
measured with a Langmuir probe. To obtain divertor plasma characteristics, inultilamellar
probes were used in every "window" of one module. In the! most of measurements the
regime of a "magnetic well" was realized with the magnetic field components Bo=0.09 T
a n d B ' / B < F 3 % . . • ' • • • • . • • • , • . . . , . , . . . . . . . , , ; . . •> ., .,,. , - . . . . .

••••'•>•• The results revealed the most characteristic features: of the divertor fluxes formed
in the modular torsatron [1 l ] .Hie divertor flux distributions in both symmetrical "windows"
(8=±60°) were identical and the flux through the thiid "window" was 30-60 times lower.



Thus, the inhomogeneity of the distribution along the minor azimuth found previously in
SATURN, S1RIUS and U-2 was confirmed again in the MMT torsatron. The same tendency
was also observed inside every "window" if to compare the variation of flux amplitude
along the divertor slit.

Fig.8 shows those parts of the flux distributions, which corresponded to the
symmetrical meridian cross section of a module and were measured at three distances from
the helical conductors along the minor radius: Ar=0 (I), Ar=l,5 cm (2), and Ar=4 cm (3).
It is seen, that when the multilamellar probe was located at the level of conductors (A
r=0), the flux halfwidth was ~3 cm, i.e., it was equal to half of the "window" width. With
the probe being removed, the flux splitted into two parts and became wider along the minor
azimuth that resulted in a flux density decrease.

In the "antiwell" regime (BJBj=-2.5%) the volume limited by the LCMS was shifted
to the inner torus by-pass and the divertor fluxes through all three "windows" became
commensurable in values. A rather strong difference between the fluxes through the
symmetrical "windows" occurred when the confinement volume was shifted up or down by
changing the value of radial component of the correcting magnetic field B/j.

3.4. The 1=1 VINT-20 lorsalron
Some measurements of divertor flow characteristics were carried out in the /— I VINT-

20 torsatron [12]. The magnetic system of this torsatron consisted of a single helical
conductor with a modulated pitch angle of 13 magnetic field periods and two plane coils to
compensate the vertical component of the magnetic field in the confinement volume [13].

Plasma was created by an Ohmic current that was generated due to a time
variation of the vertical component of the magnetic field flux (because of a pulsing shape of
the helical current). The value of BJBO=\.5% was defined by the pitch angle of the helical
conductor. With Bo=0.5T the maximum plasma current was /^=3 kA that resulted in
plasma parameters He=(l*8) x 1012 cm'3 and 'J\(0) = 40*20 eV.

Plasma flux distribution to the surface of the framework was measured with several
multilamellar probes located directly on the HW framework. The localization of the probes
on the framework was determined by the LCMS position and by the eroded areas of this
surface which appeared during the previous experiments.

Not going into an analysis of other results (see Ref.[12]), we nole, thai a tendency of
increasing the divertor flux amplitude along the divertor slit with a displacement toward
the outer part of the torus was also found in this device.

3.5. The 1=3 URAGAN-3 (U-3) torsatron
The whole magnetic system of the U-3 device (HW coils, vertical field coils and

supporting construction) is enclosed into a 5 m diameter tank. Before starting the
description of experiments, let us examine the space distribution of those elements of the
device construction which are important for forming divertor fluxes and which intercept the
diverted plasma.

Fig.7 qualitatively presents two meridian cross sections of U-3 including magnetic
configuration and divertor fluxes (the octupole compensating winding is not shown).
These cross-sections are toroidally half-field-period distant and symmetrical with respect
to the equatorial plane of the machine. As it is seen, there is only a short portion of the
torus length ( near the cross section shown to the right in Fig.7) where the diverted field
lines travel around a HW coil on the outer side of the torus. But on the larger part of the
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tows length the divertor field lines are "open" and cross the surface of the HW casings
(made of stainless steel) or elements of the supporting construction. AH these regions of
direct interaction of diverted plasma flows with surfaces are located quite far away from
(lie main plasma column, so the erosion products have a very small probability to penetrate
into the confinement region. In this relation the U-3 torsatron differs significantly from
all other stellarator type devices. For comparison, in Fig.7 the dotted line shows the
approximate position of the vacuum chamber wall in the case of a "classical" stellarator
(or torsatron), when a large portion of the eroded material can penetrate into the
confinement region.

A hydrogen plasma in U-3 was ICRF produced and heated at a frequency of 5.4 MHz.
The RF power was introduced into the plasma through an unshielded twisted frame-like
antenna (its position with respect to the HW coils was similar to the position of the antenna
AI in the U-3M torsatron, see Fig. 16). A small portion of divertor field lines moving away
from the confinement region was intercepted by some antenna elements (transverse cross-
pieces, current leads) located in a direct sight-view of the confined plasma. Only these
elements played the same role as the areas of the vacuum chamber wall under the "negative"
conductors did in the case of a "classical" stellarator.

A considerable piece of information about the diverted plasma flows was obtained at the
resonance magnetic field /?D=0.45 T (M=coci(0)) in the "shallow well" regime (ByBoSl.2%).
At the RF power PSiOO kW and a controlled hydrogen inlet into the vacuum chamber a
hydrogen plasma was produced with following parameters: line average electron density (in
fact, the density in the confinement volume) 2xl012<>7,<1013 cm'3, 100 <7'c(0) <300 eV,
100<r,(0)<600eV.

In Fig.9 the distributions are shown of diverted plasma flows which hit the HW casing
surfaces. The effective width of the distributions is ~2 cm, the positions of the maxima agree
with the plasma tracks on the casing surfaces and the mulrilamellar probe shields.

With the help of the movable Langmuir probe (shown in the upper part of Fig.9) the
distribution of plasma flows going away from the LCMS apex was measured in a meridian
cross-section close to "symmetric" one (Fig. 10) [14]. It is seen that the width of the flow
amounls several cm. With the ion density «/o=l012 cm'3 at the boundary of the confinement
region, the ion density in the flows is n/<10u cm"3, Te~Tr20-30 eV.

As we expected, according to the measurements made by the movable Langmuir probe,
the divertor flows did not go around the HW coils but hit their casings.
The same fact was set with the help of the fixed multilamellar probes 6 and 8 (Fig.9, upper
part). Each of two diverted plasma flows going away from the apex of the LCMS had two
maxima, but the reason for this effect has not been found out yet. This "two-humped"
distribution remained even after RF pulse was switched off, i.e., at the decay stage, though
in general the shape of the distribution changed considerably.

Considering the question about the influence of RF heating on the diverted plasma and
its interaction with the surface, we should pay attention to whether the antenna is d.c.
grounded or it is under floating potential, because there appears a noticeable dependence of
plasma flow distributions on the HW casing surfaces (more exactly, on the mullilamellar
probes installed on these surfaces) on whether the operating antenna is d c. grounded or
"floats". As it follows from Fig. 11, in some cases (probes 1,3,5,6,8) the measured flow of
the diverted plasma occurred to be significantly more (2-3 times) with the d.c. grounded
antenna. Though a detailed study of this difference has not been carried out yet, we may
8



suggest that the effects observed should be caused by the difference in the potentials of the
peripheral plasma and the antenna for both cases [15].

3.6. The 1-3 UHAGAN-3M (II-3M) torsatron
The U-3M device is a modernized U-3 torsatron in which the mechanically strengthened

and more elaborately manufactured HW in combination with a higher multipolarity of the
compensating winding allow in principle to operate with a toroidal magnetic field up to 2 T
at an average radius of the confinement region up to -12 cm.

The main purpose of the studies set forth below was to find out the effect of RF heating
on diverted plasma characteristics. These studies were performed in a regime similar to that
previously mastered on the U-3 torsatron: 5o=0.45 T, />«200 kW, it, =2xlO12 cm0,
re(0)=300 eV, '/',(()) al50 eV. The time length of such a regime could be stretched up to 50
ms without a degradation of plasma parameters in the confinement region.

For a better comprehension of diverted plasma behaviour in U-3M, the magnetic field
structure and the divertor field line traces were numerically examined in the meridian cross-
sections of the torus where the systems of 9 and 15 Langmuir probes were mounted [9]. The
difference between the dispositions of these systems was in that the system (15) was
mounted near the antenna, which was used in most of the experiments to produce and heat
the plasma (further on named as the antenna Al, see Fig. 15), at an angular distance of
(p=32.5° from the antenna leads, while the system (9) was <p= 152.5° distant from the antenna
leads.

The magnetic configuration of an 1=3 torsatron [16] can be characterized by a family of
closed magnetic surfaces and by a divertor layer. The latter' when moving away from the
LCMS can be conventionally divided into separate regions: (i) "the ergodic layer" (the field
lines are retained over several torus lengths till they leave the HW; (ii) "the protective layer"
(field line length ~ torus length); (iii) the region where field lines go around a single HW
coil; (iiii) the region where field lines go around the whole HW. The field lines leave the
protective layer and make their way behind the HW in the vicinity of the X-points, which in
the straight torsatron approximation form the ribs of the separatrix su'face. The rotational
transform in any X-point is i =m//=3.

The results of the calculations are presented in Fig. 12(a,b,c). The LCMS (solid line)
bounds the a«12 cm confinement region. The dashed lines in Figs 12(b) and (c) bound the
region of field lines which come to the given meridian cross-sections from the ergodic and
protective layers. The X-points are indicated as *. As a result of the flux separation, the field
lines in the regions of the 1(15)-3(15) and l(9)-3(9) probe disposition are closed around the
coil II of the HW, while the field lines passing near the 10(15)-15(15) and 6(9)-(9) probes
are closed around the coil I. In Fig. 12(a) the footprints of these field lines are indicated by
dots in the reference system attached to the nearest coil, the distance between the dots being
1/40 of the field period. The length of a field line going around the coil increases from 0.5 to
1.5 m with the distance from the coil. The probe 4(15) intercepts a field line which leaves
the ergodic layer and goes behind the HW after making one turn along the torus. The
footprints of this line in identical cross-sections in each field period are indicated as 0 in
Fig.l2(a). , ... ..

, Proceeding from the calculations and accounting the finite accuracy of the probe array
adjustment, we should expect the most intense flows of the diverted plasma to be recorded
by probes 3(15)-4(15) and 8(I5)-9(15) as well as 3(9)-4(9) and 5(9)-6(9). ()



The time behaviour of plasma parameters characterizing its density inside the
confinement volume (line average electron density ;7,) and in divcrtov fluxes (average
electron density «/, ISC) is shown in Fig.13. The differences can be observed in the
bchavioui of (he electron densities 77, (Fig. 13(b)) and tif (Fig.1?(c)> and of the ISC to the
probes 4(15) (Fig.l3(d)) and 10(15) (Fig.l3(e)) after (he end of RF pulse. The probes 4(15)
and 10(15) arc taken into consideration here because lhey record maxima in the ion
saturation current distribution over the system of 15 probes (Fig.14). In Fig.14 also shown
are floating potential Vf and electron temperature T, distributions. Similar distributions
measured by the 9 probe array also have tv/o maxima of the ISC, but in this case the ISC
densities in both these maxima are comparable in their values with the current density to the
probe 4(15) (24 mA/cm2). Furthermore, the maximum values of V/ and '1\. in the 9 probe
system are 20 V and 31 eV respectively, while near the piobe 10(15) these values amount
150 V and 90 eV. (As it was already mentioned, the 15 and 9 probe arrays in particular
differ by their distance from the antenna).

With the ion density measured at the boundary of the confinement region, w^alO12 cm'1,
the estimation of the ion density in the ion saturation current maxima gives /i,=3xio'° cm"'
(probes 4(15) and 3(9)), /y«10" cm'3 (probe 10(15)), and /;(=2:<10ln cm"3 (probe 6(9)).

The highest value of the ion temperature in the divertor flux region 7V=56 cV was
measured by the A'=4 analyzer, where the maximum of the diverted plasma flow was
expected according lo the calculations.

The position of one of two ISC maxima in Fig.14 (probe 4(15)) and of both maxima in
the 9' probe system agree with the calculated positions of the divertor field line bundles
going out from the ergodic and protective layers (Fig. 12). At (he same time, a significant
deviation of the plasma flow recorded by the probe 10(15) from the expected position
(probes 8(I5)-9(15)) can not be explained by inaccuracies in the field line trace calculations
or the probe adjustment.

Note, that at the typical working hydrogen pressure 2xl0'5 Torr the ionization path of an
clcciron is close to 100 m, so the possibility of ionization is negligible everywhere in the
free space outside the confinement volume, but in a relatively small region near the antenna.
Here en electron can make many oscillations under the influence of the near antenna field
wilhoul hitting a surface [17]. Therefore, the basic mechanisms for the plasma to be
supported outside the confinement volume should be a plasma transportation from this
volume and a neutral gas ionization near the antenna.

It follows from Fig. 12 (also, see below, Fig. 16), that the field lines touching the 4(15)
and 3(9)-4(9) probes, when going around the torus, do not pass the space under the antenna
Al. Therefore, ionization processes can not contribute substantially to the production of the
plasma on these field lines, so the ISC recorded by these probes is caused mainly by (he
plasma transported from the confinement volume.

The ISC increase on the probe 4(15) after RF heating svvilched off (Fig.l3(d), Ihe ion
current on (he probes 4(9) and 3(9) behaves itself in a similar manner) agrees with the
density n, rise (in fact, plasma density rise in the confinement volume) at the initial stage of
cooling (Fig.l3(b)).

In particular, the fact of plasma transportation from the. confinement volume along the
divcrtor flux passing the probe 4(9) is confirmed by Ihe character of the RF power
dependence of the ISC to this probe (Fig. 15), the measurements being made at a fixed value
of /J,=2xlO12 cm'1. We consider this dependence as a manifestation of the common
regularity for stellarators and tokamaks, according to which particle losses from the
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confinement volume increase wiiu Uic power introduced into the plasma lor us healing (sec,
e.g., Ref.[18]).

A more fast ISC decay on the probe 10(15) (Fig.l3(c). the decay linn- i<. --'I™ us) and
density « / decay (Fig. 13(c), <250 us) after the end of RF pulse, as compared to the current
decay on the probe 4(15) (Fig.l3(d) and to the density Ti, decay (Fig. I3(b). mean thai the
plasma forming corresponding flows is not transported from the confinement volume but is
generated near the antenna due to ionization processes. In particular, this is continued by
the calculations of those field line traces which are intercepted by the probes l '(l5)-l-}(l5).
In Fig. 16 the mutual disposition of the coils I, II, III of the HVV, the antenna Al, and the
footprints of the field lines of interest is shown in the meridian cross-sections ip-O" (antenna
leads), (p=20° (antenna edge nearest to the 15 probe system), and <p--20" (another edge of
the antenna). In such a reference system the probes themselves are in the cross-section
<p=32.5°. We can see, that those calculated field lines which are intercepted by the probes
9(15)-I4(15) and belong to the family of lines closed around the coil I, when moving from
the ip=20° cross-section through <p=0" to <p=-20", at first approach the LCMS and then move
away from it and cross the surface bounded by (he antenna frame. Under the .iction of the
RF voltage applied to the antenna (up to 10 kV amplitude) an RF discharge arises on these
field lines. In particular, this results in a considerable plasma density and electron
temperature increase near the probe 10(15) (Fig. 14). Due to the sheath rectification effect
[15] a relatively high positive potential arises in the region of probe 9(15)-l-l(15) disposition
(with the high electron temperature taken into account, the value of this potential should be
Vp~Vf ~100-150 V). Note, that the electric field caused by the gradient of this potential
could be a reason for the observed considerable diverted plasma deviation (probe 10(15),
Fig. 14) from the expected position (probes 8(15)-9(15), Fig. 12).

The considered mechanism of plasma formation near the operating antenna was
confirmed by additional measurements of the ISC distribution in the 15 piobe system, when
the RF power was introduced through another antenna, A2 (so-called three-half-turn antenna
[19], the plasma parameters in the confinement region being nearly the same as in the case
of the antenna Al powered) which was (p=152.5° distant from the 15 probe array. In this
case the height of trie probe 4(15) ISC maximum stayed practically unchanged, while the ion
current value on the probe 10(15) dropped by almost two orders of magnitude.

Also, this mechanism was confirmed recently in a scries of comparative density li?
measurements [20], when either the present antenna (AI) or an identical antenna (AT) was
put into operation, the latter being installed in place of the A2 antenna, that is, close to the
microwave resonator. It was observed that with the antenna AT powered the density n£ was
~3 times as large as in the case of the antenna Al to be energized.

In summary, proceeding from the results of numerical field line tracing and from the
measurements of plasma parameters in the divcrtor fluxes in U-3M, Ihe following
conclusions could be made.

In the U-3M torsatron under ICRF plasma production and heating conditions, the
diverted plasma is supported by two mechanisms: (i) a transportation of the plasma from the
confinement region; (ii) a neutral gas ionization by the near antenna field outside the
confinement region and diffusion of the plasma thus obtained along and across the divertor
field lines.

The flow of the diverted plasma transported from the confinement region increases with
the RF power. This effect can be considered as a manifestation of the common regularity for
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slcllarators and tokamaks, according to which particle losses increase with (he heating
power.

The RF discharge which arises along the open field lines intercepted by the antenna
lesults in a manifold increase of the diverted plasma flow near the antenna and in an
occurrence of a static positive potential Kp~100-150 V in this region.

3.7. Discussion of results on U-3 and U-3M
Summarizing the results of diverted plasma studies in the U-3 and U-3M torsatrons, we

see that under the influence of RF fields the diverted plasma parameters (density,
temperature, potential, space position) can greatly differ from those, which the plasma
transported from the confinement volume has. Generalizing these observations, we may
suggest that any method of plasma production and heating should make its specific influence
on diverted plasma parameters, resulting in changing these parameters and redistribution of
the divertor flows in space.

Note, that similar conclusions could be made from results obtained on the HELIOTRON-
E device. For instance, it follows from the Ref.[2] data, that the ratio between the heat
fluxes Q to the vacuum chamber surface on the l.f.s. and on the h.f.s. changes from (Qm,J
Q/,,)= 10 for the ECR plasma production and heating up to (£>„,„ / Q,,,) =2 when the plasma is
additionally NBI heated. In a different regime of this machine operation the energy fluxes in
both directions wc.-e almost equal during the ECR pulse [21]. But after NBI heating start a
much higher value of power flux was recorded on the l.f.s. as compared to that on the h.f.s.
Thus, the ratio of the power fluxes along the major radius in opposite directions became less
than unity: (£?„„,/(?,„) =0.3.

In the HELIOTRON-E experiment with noncontact methods of plasma creation and
heating (ECR or ECR+NBI) the divertor flow formation and its distribution in space
apparently depend on (he leading mechanism of plasma losses from the confinement volume
(similar to the SATURN stellarator case where the level of drift fluctuations influenced the
divertor flow distribution). The leading mechanism, in turn, is defined by the relation of loss
rates through the electron and ion channels and depends on plasma parameters: effective
collision frequency, electron and ion temperatures. For example, in the case T,>Ti (ECR
regimes >n SATURN and HELIOTRON-E) large differences in l.f.s. and h.f.s. particie and
heat fluxes were observed: rmll/ Fin =20
(SATURN) and £>„„, / Qh, =10 (HELIOTRON-E). But in the case when there was no large
difference between r«.and T,, a much lower difference in the flux values was observed: rou, /
Tin =2 (the U-2 stellarator with Ohmic heating) and Qmi I Qm ~2 (HELIOTRON-E with
NBI).

4. Summary

The studies having been carried out on the stellarator-type installations in KhPTI under
conditions of various magnetic configurations and methods of plasma creation and heating
allow in all cases to find (or to confirm) the existence of diverted plasma flows as space-
limited narrow bundles moving off from the LCMS apexes.

The most universal and important among all observed characteristics of the diverted
plasma flows is their inhomogeneity along the minor azymuth and in the toroidal direction,
both in shape and in value. The flow distribution near a certain apex of the LCMS can
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possess either one or two maxima, the values of the flow in these maxima can differ
considerably (a splitting of each maximum into two ones is also possible). Moreover, an
appreciable asymmetry can take place in the positions of two main maxima relative to their
LCMS apex. The value of total flow going away from each LCMS apex varies svhen going
along the torus. Generally, a flow moving on the l.f.s. of the torus is higher (sometimes
considerably higher) than that on the h.f.s.

The studies having been performed allow to elucidate some factors resulting in either sort
of the inhomogeneity in the distribution of the diverted plasma flows. In their nature, these
factors could be divided into two types: (1) those which determine a given magnetic field
configuration, e.g., the helical harmonic / toroidal component of the magnetic field ratio (the
63 parameter), the degree of the LCMS insertion into the vacuum chamber, the inagtietic axis
displacement; and (2) those associated with the method chosen for plasma production and
heating in the confinement volume, e.g., a quasistationary potential which occurs at the
periphery when the plasma is RF produced and heated, the electron / ion temperature ratio,
the fluctuation level. The complication of an analysis of the effect of cither factor Oil
diverted plasma characteristics is that no factor acts separately from other ones, and
generally, a controlled variation of a certain factor results in a not obligatory controlled
variation of other factors. For example, a controlled parameter S) increase in the
experiments on the SATURN stellarator, on the one hand, caused a decrease in the
transversal size of the confinement region, an X-point displacement into the vacuum
chamber, and finally, a splitting of the divertor flow hitting the vacuum chamber. On the
other hand, the same variation of E3 resulted in a shear variation. The shear, in turn, made a
stabilizing effect on the drift turbulence in the density gradient region and changed the
transversal particle flow associated with the turbulence, thus changing the value of the
diverted plasma flow "fed" by the turbulence. As one more example, we could consider the
use of ion cyclotron resonance for plasma production and heating in the URAGAN-3M
torsatron. With this, on the one hand, a rise was observed of the diverted plasma flow going
out from the confinement volume, when the RF power was risen. This could be explained
by a particle loss increase with heating. On the other hand, an RF power injection into the
confinement volume was accompanied by an intense RF discharge in the region outside the
confinement volume, near the antenna. This RF discharge resulted in a manifold density,
temperature, and space potential increase in the plasma flow along the open field lines
traversing this region.

A comprehensive accounting of all physical factors affecting diverted plasma parameters
is necessary for correct design and placing of the divertor equipment in a future stellarator
type fusion reactor. But, to realize this accounting, further, more purposeful studies of
divertor properties of stellarator configurations are necessary.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of Kharkov stellarator type devices where diverted plasma
flow distributions were measured

Device

SATURN
stellarator
(1=3, m=8)

URAGAN-2
stellarator
(1=3, m=18)
SATURN
torsatron
(1=3, m=8)
MMT modular
torsatron
(1=3, m=15)
VINT-20
torsatron
(1=1, m=13)
URAGAN-3
torsatron
(1=3, m=9)
URAGAN-3M
torsatron
(1=3, m=9)

Major
radius

cm

36

110

36

34

31

100

100

Mean
minor radius

ofLCMS
a, cm

4-6.5

£6.8

4

£3.5

6-10

8- 11

12

Rota-
tional-
transf.

£0.5

£0.75

0.5

-0.5

a

£0.3

£0.3

Shear
value
near

LCMS

£0.25

0.1

0.2

£0.6

0.1

-0.1

Plasma parame-
ters:/!, , cm'3,

Te(0), eV,
Ti(0), eV

2x10"
10

10"
100 - 300

£300
2x10"

10

2xl010

15

£8xlO12

£40

2xl0 l2-2xl013

100-300
£300

2xlO12- 1013

£350
£200



Fig 1 Schematic view ofastellarntor meridian cross-section: /, hclicnl conductors;
2, vacuum vessel; 3, coiiliiiciueiil region; •/, diveiled plnsiiui; .5, diicclion til'
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Fig.2. Distribution of diverted plasma flows along minor azimuth for two directions

of the toroidal magnetic Held in the SATURN slcllaralor. The positions of the
LCMS npexes shown in the itiscition aie iudicnled by lignies :md allows, l lm .
p o s i t i o n s 1-3 and 2 - 4 correspond to diffcie i i t current d irec t ions in the t i W
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Fig.3. The shape and value of the diverted plasma flow along the major radius
(position / , 9=0) and in the opposite direction (7, 0=it) as runctions of c, in the
SATURN stcllarator: a, the flow distiibulion along the minor azimuth; h, total
flows rolliand n n as functions of Ej; C, T,,,,, / r-m ratio v.v c.,
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Fig.4. Diverted plasma flow distribution along minor azimuth in the URAGAN-2
stellarator for two positions of the LCMS apexes, 1-3 and 2-4, determined by
mutual directions of the toroidal magnetic field and HW currents

- o -

SC St

Fig.5. Azimutlial distribution of the particle flow caused by the drift turbulence in
the SATURN stellarator; E3=0.3. The measurements were made in the region of
maximum density gradient
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Fig.O. Distribution ofdivcitcd plasma flows along the minor azimuth in the SATURN
toisalion; the same notations as in l:ig.2

l ig.7. Sclicmalic view oftwo"syiinncliic" iiieiidiaii closs-seetioiis in Ilic IDISIIIIIUI
willi lielic.il divcrtor URAGAN-3. Left: cioss-scclion is open lioin the Ion
field side; light: cross-section is open from the high field side: /, IIW coils;
2, diveitiu llux region; 3, plasma confinement legion; V, diccciinn ol'iiiutidti ( i |
eroded material: 5. position of vacuum chamber in a "classical" stcllaiatm.
f>, backguuind plasma region
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Fig.8. Diverted plasma flow distribution in the MMT torsatron as measured at three
distances from the helical conductors: 1, Ar=0; 2. Ar=\.S cm; -dr=4 cm
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Fig.9. Disposition ofmultilamellar probes on the HW casings and distributions of

plasma flows hitting the casings in the URAGAN-3 torsarron. Also, the movable
Langmuir probe is schematically shown
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Fig. 10. Diverted plasma flow distribution in the URAGAN-3 torsatron measured by
the movable Langmuir probe in a cross-section close to that shown in Fig.7 to
the left
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Fig. 11. Diverted plasma flow distributions measured by the mulrilamellar probes 1-8
in the URAGAN-3 torsatron (see Fig.8) at the 'RF heating stage with'the
antenna d.c. grounded (solid circles) and with the1' floating- antenna'-'(open
circles)
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Fig. 12. Divertor field line traces in the URAGAN-3M torsatron as calculated in cross-
sections where the Langmuir probes 1(15)-15(15) and 1(9>9(9) were installed
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Fig.13. Time behaviour of signals which depend on plasma density in U-3M together

with RF antenna current (a, envelope): b, line average electron density (H, ) ;
c, average electron density in a divertor flux («/); d, ion saturation current to
the probe 4(15); e, ion saturation current to the probe 10(15)
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Fig. 14. Disti ibution ofion saluration currcnl density (/,), lloaling potential (I'/), and

election temperature (7,.) over the probes of the 15 probe an ay in the U-3M
toisiitron
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Fig. 15. Ion saturation currents to the probes 4(9) (open circles) and 6(9) (solid circles)
as functions of RF power at a fixed value of line average electron density 77,
=2xlO12 cm'3 in the U-3M torsatron

Fig.16. Mutual disposition of HW coils 1, II, III, antenna Al, and divertor field lines
intercepted by probes 7(15)-!<)(15) in three meridian cross-seciions in the
U-3M torsatron
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